One of the treasures of the Narodna in Univerzitetna Knjiinica in Ljubljana is the trilingual dictionary, in two parts, Latin-German-Slovene and German-Slovene-Latin, compiled by Father Hippolytus of the Order of Friars Minor. 1 which for reasons that are not fully explained was returned by the printer and still remains in manuscript. with the exception of the title page and a few specimen pages which were set up in 1711.2 A possible cause of its failure could have been Hippolytus' decision to revise his Slovene orthography, bringing it into line with that advocated by Adam Bohoric. This entailed such a plethora of corrections as to make the text a printer's nightmare. On the other hand Anton Slodnjak suspected the Jesuits of opposition to the original publication in view of a prejudiced and unfavorable assessment of the dictionary by Martin Naglic, a Jesuit grammar-school teacher, in 1776. when a later proposal for publication was rejected.
As one of a number of appendices to the dictionary Hippolytus included Latin. German and Slovene versions of one of the most popular and successful school textbooks of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, namely. Jan Amos KomenskY's "Orb is sensualium pictus," a title frequently abbreviated to "Orbis pictus" or "The world in pictures.,, 3 The first edition, published in Nuremberg in 1658, had parallel texts in Latin and German, enabling the classical language to be taught by the medium of the vernacular. The course consisted of a series of one hundred and fifty thematically arranged lessons designed to introduce the basic facts and vocabulary of each topic. One of the innovations in technique was the lavish use of illustrations, separate items in the woodcuts being numbered and identifiable by numbered words in the text. There are no illustrations in Hippolytus' manuscript, but this is not to say they would not have been incorporated in a printed version. In a preface to the 1658 edition Komensky himself emphasizes the advantages of his technique, claiming that the book provided an easier way to learn reading than anything known earlier. Of particular value, in his view. was the "symbolical alphabet" (alphabetum symbolicum) given at the start of the course, where each individual letter was accompanied by a picture of a living creature or natural phenomenon with which the sound could be associated. Simply by looking at the appropriate illustration the learner would recall the phonetic value of the letter.
Hippolytus' manuscript presents the Latin, German and Slovene texts in three parallel columns. There is the same division into 150 thematic lessons, preceded by the same invitation from the teacher to the pupil and the same animal alphabet (vivum et vocale alpha be tum ). and followed by the same postscript in which the teacher compliments his young charge on acquiring a basic knowledge of the languages studied, and encourages him to read more widely. The lay-out of the parallel texts and the existence of numerous versions in other languages suggest that we have here a rich field for comparative lexical and other linguistic studies. The present article will compare Hippolytus' Slovene with four other versions of the animal alphabet and assess their relative pedagogical efficiency.
In the preliminary meeting of teacher and pupil, the latter expresses his willingness to learn, whereupon he is told, "First of all you must learn the simple sounds of which human speech is constituted, sounds which animals can make, your tongue can imitate and your hand can paint. Then we shall go out into the world and inspect all things. Here you have a living and vocal alphabet." The chosen exemplars for the twenty-four letters of the Latin alphabet were: crow (a), sheep (b), grasshopper (c), hoopoe (d), infant. (e), wind (f), goose (g), breathing mouth (h), mouse (i), duck (k), wolf (I J. bear (m), cat (n), carter (0), chicken (p), cuckoo (q), dog (r), snake (s), jay (t), owl (u), hare (w, phonetically [v] ), frog (x), donkey (y), horse-fly (z).
The phonetic principle is one of a number of modes in use from the earliest times for naming the letters of the alphabet. Phonetic names occur in the classical Greek alphabet (0 mikroll. i5 mega. ksi. psi, etc.,) beside the more frequent borrowed Semitic acronyms.
We find certain phonetic names in the Old Church Slavonic alphabet U. sa. sta) although most of the names are acronymic (aal. buky. vedi'. etc.) and some are borrowed (jerii. buky. friiti)." The English alphabet largely follows the phonetic principle, with each vocalic letter named by the vowel or diphthong with which it is usually identified and each consonantal letter by the appropriate consonant, either preceded or followed by a vocalic element to make a pronounceable syllable. From the point of view of pedagogical efficiency the short phonetic names of English have the advantage that they can be learned by frequent and fairly rapid repetition. They easily fall into rhythmic patterns which small children can enjoy chanting. Mnemonic aids can be detected in the surviving version of the Old Church Slavonic alphabet, where certain sequences evince a logical pattern of thought which might have once characterized the whole. An example is the phrase rici slovo tvriido for r-s-t; this could be understood as "say the word firmly. "S It seems possible that the so-called Alphabetic Prayer, b an Old Church Slavonic poem whose lines begin with the letters of the alphabet in sequence, may also have served a pedagogical purpose.
Komenskfs invention is, therefore, an elaboration of the phonetic principle already present in some systems of letter names. His syllables representing the various voices of nature sometimes coincide with Romance or German letter names: this chicken says "pi," the dog says "err." Transcriptions of animal cries here range from the almost universally accepted to the highly suspicious: on the one hand "kuk ku" for the cuckoo, an aural impression challenged as far as I know only by an amateur ornithologist in a story by P.G. Wodehouse who insisted the bird's call was in fact "wuckoo;" on the other hand "nau nau" for the cat, preferred to the much more popular "miaow," and "du du" for the hoopoe, instead of "hoo hoo hoo" or "hoo poo poo," the more widely accepted rendering of the bird's calL reflected in such names as Latin upupa, Serbo-Croat pupavac, Latvian pupu/fis, Albanian pupil;:, French huppe, English hoopoe.
Both of the apparent aberrations mentioned can be understood if we assume that the symbolical alphabet was the fruit of experience and experiment in a Czech-speaking environment. Here the palatalized m of "miaow" would be subjected to the same phonological or analogical influences that produce the pronunciation [mn'esto] instead of [m'esto], so that [m'aukat] became Imn'aukatJ: "Kocka mnauka."7 In the second case the hoopoe's "du du" is justified not by its call, but by the Czech form of animal name and call-verb: "Dudek duda."8
The seeds of the animal alphabet were already sown in Komenskfs earlier pedagogical work, Jallua lillguarum reserata ('The gates of language thrown open"), published in 1631 at Leszno in Poland,9 where as a refugee from religious persecution he had become rector of the grammar school four years earlier. This encyclopedic work. covering a wide variety of topics in one hundred sections, numbering one thousand sentences, included the following statements repeated in the alphabet: "anser ... gingrit, anas tetrinnit, cuculas cuculat, cornix cornicatur" (section XIV, sentence 160); "agnus balat" (XVI, 181); "canis ... si irrites ... ringitur" (XVI. 186-87); "ursus murmurat" (XVII, 194); "[lepus] ... dum capitur, vagit" (XVII, 204); "serpentis ... sibilans anguis" (XVIII, 213). Nothing is said about the call of the hoopoe; information is confined to the bird's diet: "merops, upupa, ... vermibus vescuntur" (XIV, 155).
The twenty-four pictures accompanying the letters of the alphabet include two human beings (infant (e) and carter (0)), the wind (j), and a face with open mouth (h). KomenskY's earlier draft, entitled "Vestibuli et januae linguarum lucidarium," chose vapor 'steam' to illustrate the letter h. The woodcuts in the 1658 edition of the Orbis Pictus are a great technical improvement on those in the Lucidariulll; in particular a clear distinction is drawn between the puffing face in the clouds (j"J and the clearly open mouth (h). In the first case the wind is represented by firm lines radiating from a point; in the second, breath is indicated by six parallel dotted lines proceeding from the area between the nose and the lower lip. These are gains as far as clear and effective illustration is concerned. Not all the changes were equally positive. In three cases there is loss of precision: "auriga sistens equos clamat 666"; "graculus volans clamat rae, rae"; "tabanus volitans dicit ds, ds, ds" (Lucidarium); "auriga clamat rJ (} 6"; "graculus clamat tae, rae"; "tabanus dicit ds ds" (Orbis Picrus). Perhaps not much is lost by dropping the participles qualifying the flying jay or flitting horse-fly. but the detail 'when stopping his horses' does bring to an English mind, at least, the carter's cry of 'Whoa' or 'Whoa there.' The woodcut illustrating "Vapor halat hah hah" in the Lucidarium could be understood as breath made visible in cold weather, but is poorly drawn. The figure of the dog in the Lucidarium, though unclear, seems, with its lowered head, more in line with the author's intention to depict a growling dog than the illustration in Orbis Picrus which shows a barking animal. Another detail, to which my attention was drawn by Dr. Martin Prior of the University of Aberdeen, is that the hare is trapped by what appears to be a human arm in the Lucidarium but seems to be running free in the Orbis Picrus. The original illustration was, therefore, in line with the statement in Janua linguarulll reserata quoted above.
Familiarity with the animals depicted is obviously desirable if the very sight of a picture is to bring to mind the phonetic value of a letter. In the ideal circumstances not only will the syllable echoing the animal voice agree with the learner's own perception, but also the relevant letter or syllable will be met in the animal's name and in the call-verb, that is the verb of utterance ascribed to the animal: "Cuculus cuculat kukku, kukku" (Lucidarium); "Cuculus cuculat kuk ku" (Orbis Picrus). In the worst case not only will the relevant letter be absent from name and from call-verb; it may not even be associated with the animal's voice. as generally perceived.
Between these extremes extends a range of possibilities which may be measured to form the basis of statistical tables of pedagogical efficency, if it be admitted that repetition in a given formula of the relevant phonetic element is of help to the learner. For the present purpose a comparison will be made between Father Hippolytus' Slovene version and four others: Latin, German, English and Russian. These are arranged in TABLE I, each containing the name of the exemplar and the verb of utterance, referred to more simply as the call-verb. The syllables uttered by each voice and the corresponding capital and small letters are shown only in the Slovene column. Here minor differences between the Slovene and the other versions concern accents: only Slovene omits the accents on hah hah; the English text omits the accents on be e (>, II Ii, va; the Slovene version omits the second k of kuk ku . The Russian version does not include either the syllables or the letters. Since this part of the material shows no substantial variation it is not taken into account for comparative purposes. None the less the aptness of the written expression of the animal's Since the identification of pedagogically useful and relevant phonetic features is to some extent a matter of personal judgment, a complete list of those suggested is given below: here, "A" refers to the animal names. '"B" to the call-verbs. Colleagues who disagree with some particular assessment are invited to make their own judgments and modify the statistical tables accordingly. The data from this analysis are summarized on If we allot two points to each certain and one to each uncertain relevant phonetic element, the picture emerges that is displayed in Giving the overall result shown in We conclude therefore that Father Hippolytus' version of the animal alphabet attained a degree of pedagogical effiency surpassed only by Komenskys Latin version.
